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Stretch Away From Computer Toxins
by Steve Brown

A link between yoga mats and infertility was implied through a Harvard study that evaluated ﬂame
retardant exposure in women at a fertility clinic in Boston. These toxins can be absorbed both through
the air and by touch. While yoga may not be your thing anyway, cyber threats are computer toxins
that aﬀect everyone.
When people talk about protecting their bank's information, they usually talk about technology-ﬁrewalls and secure software and encryption and the like. But according to Alex Stamos, one of the
most prominent chief information security oﬃcers in the high-tech industry, enterprises should be
focusing more on the "human" aspect of information security. Since cyber security is mission critical
to banking, we thought we would highlight some of the important takeaways from Facebook Chief
Security Oﬃcer Stamos' speech at the digital security conference, Black Hat USA, in late July.
Stamos told a rapt, stadium-size audience of information security professionals that they need to
refocus on making "security work for everyone." As corporate breaches and the digital security
needed to prevent them become more mainstream, Stamos says that all companies (including banks)
must dig deeper into why these attacks are still so successful and seek to ﬁnd ways to include nonInfoSec personnel in developing solutions. For community banks, the best way to do this is to stay in
regular touch with the cyber industry, through newsletters, chat groups and the top conferences.
While complex attacks attract a lot of attention, Stamos points out that CSOs and their business
leader partners must look at potential vulnerabilities and points of attack that are not as advanced-because money-hungry adversaries will always look for the shortest and easiest path to their goal.
This is a good reminder to pass on to your IT group.
Stamos also mentioned in his speech that these cybersecurity issues throughout various business
sectors have "deﬁnite practical, economic and societal impact." And arguably, even community banks
are feeling the heat; you may ﬁnd your bank increasingly in the crosshairs of individual hackers and
cyber-crime rings, hoping to make a big win by sneaking in through your community bank system. As
a result, he suggested that enterprises take a more defensive stance in plugging vulnerabilities, and
staying on top of "zero-day problems" (software bugs that are yet unknown to the vendor)
immediately through internal or external help.
Lastly, Stamos underscored that InfoSec professionals need to be less perfectionist and more
inclusive in their approach to inculcating a sense of digital security across their enterprise. He
highlighted the need to work together with the very people that are sometimes seen as the cause of
cyber issues instead of "shifting the responsibility of security to the people we are trying to protect."
He further noted that digital security teams must make security more accessible to all corporate
users--avoiding the long-held ideals of 'security by obscurity' and trying to create 'perfect' security
solutions to everyday problems.
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Although this may have been a little "techy" this early in the morning, we hope that we have given
you a little cyber industry insight for the day and haven't bent you too much out of shape.
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BANK NEWS
Mortgage Help

FNMA, FHLMC and the FHA declared at least 90 days of leniency to Houston mortgage borrowers and
say it could be extended to 1Y. It also appears that borrowers in Houston currently have more equity
in their homes than Katrina homeowners did in 2005, so that is expected to help as well.
Harvey Eﬀects

Goldman Sachs projects Hurricane Harvey will cut as much as 1% from Q3 GDP, but the subsequent
building surge that will follow will lead to a bounce back in the subsequent 3 quarters to more than
make up the diﬀerence.
Irma Eﬀects

Hurricane Irma insured loss estimates were decreased to between $10B and $30B due to the fact that
it hit the west side of FL and did not hit with the same expected impact as a high level category
hurricane. The impact on GDP from Irma isn't expected to lead to much drag on GDP, as PNC research
ﬁnds FL accounts for 5% of GDP.
Last Straw

In the latest eﬀort to control cryptocurrencies, China has oﬃcially banned commercial trading of all
virtual currencies, including Bitcoin. This action follows last week's banning of initial coin oﬀerings
(fundraising using virtual currencies).
Ripple Eﬀects

After the colossal Equifax breach last week, discussions around borrower fraud and slower loan
growth due to consumer credit freezing have begun. Community banks will need to be extra diligent
in loan underwriting to ensure all borrower information is authentic and work with impacted
customers to continue to facilitate the lending process without taking on undue additional risks.
Tighten Up

Sonatype research ﬁnds 57% of organizations have a software governance policy, however 65% do
not have signiﬁcant controls over components that can go into the apps they use. This is something
community banks should review and tighten up as needed, since press reports indicate the potential
cause for the Equifax breach was open source software.

DEPOSIT OPPORTUNITIES
In an eﬀort to expand our relationships, PCBB is pleased to oﬀer community banks a money market
deposit account rate of 1.35%, subject to availability. Contact operations@pcbb.com.
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